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BUSINESS COLLEGES. needs. Nevertheless, in whatever line in life a man's course I In tllis the student will have the advantage over the un 
PACKARD'S BUSINESS COLLEGE. may fall, a practical business training will be no hinderance educated clerk of the same age and equal worth and 

There are two very general prejudices against the class of to him, while the lack of it may be a serious Ilinderance. The I capacity, in that he will understand more or less practically 
scllools known as business colleges. One is that their chief school of experience is by no means to be despised. To as well as theoretically the duties of those above him, and 
aim-next to lining the pockets of their proprietors-is to many it is the only school available. But unhappily its will thus be able to advance to more responsible positions 
turn �ut candidates for petty clerkships, when the country teachings are apt to come too late, and often they are fatally as rapidly as his years and maturity may justify. It is ob
is already overrun with young men whose main ambition is expensive. Whoever can attain the needed knowledge in a vious that the knowledge which makes an expert account· 
to stand at a desk and" keep books." The other is that the quicker and cheaper way will obviously do well so to obtain ant will in all probability suffice for the general business 
practical outcome of these institutions is a swarm of conceited it; and tile supplying of such practical knDwledge, and the requirements of professional men, the inheritors of pro· 
flour is hers with the pen, who, because they have copied a training which may largely take the place of experience in perty and business, manufacturers, mechanics, and others 
set or two of model account books and learned to imitate actual business, is the propel' function of the true business to whom bookkeeping and other business arts are useful 
more or' less cleverly certain illegibly artistic writing copies, college. aids, but not the ba8is of a trade. For the last· named 
imagine themselves competent for any business post, and Our purpose in this writing, however, was not so much to classes, .. and- for women, shorter periods of study are pro
worthy of a much higher salary than any merely practical enlarge upon the utility of business colleges, properly so videa, and may be made productive of good results. 
accountant who has never been to a business college or at· called, as to describe the practi�al working of a representa' A sufficient idea of the general working of the college may 
tempted the art of fancy penmanship as exhibited in spread tive institution, choosing for the purpose Packard's Business be obtained by following a student through the several de-
eagles and impossible swans. College in this city. partments. After the preliminary examination a student who 

As a rule popular prejudices are not wholly unfounded in This school was established in 1858, under the name of I is to take the regular course of study enters the initiatory 
reason; and we should not feel disposed to make an excep· Bryant., Stratton & Packard's Mercantile College, by Mr. S. I room. Here he begins with the rudiments of bookkeeping, 
tion in this case. When the demand arose for a more prac· S. Packard, the present proprietor. It formed the New the study which marks his gradation. The time not give'll 
tical schooling than the old· fashioned schools afforded, no York link in the chain of institutions known as the Bryant to the practice of writing, and to recitations in other Bub· 
end of writ.ing·masters, utterly ignorant of actual business & Stratton chain of business colleges, which ultimately jects, is devoted to the study of accounts. He is required, 
life and methods, hastened to set up ill·managed writing embraced fifty co· working schools in the principal cities of first, to write up in " skeleton" form-that is, io place the 
schools which they dubbed" business colleges," and by the United Sta.tes and Canada. In 1867 Mr. Packard pur- dates and amounts of the several transactions under the 
dint of advertising succeeded in calling in a multitude of as· chased the Bryant & Stratton interest in the New York Col- proper ledger titles-six separate sets of books, or the re 
pirants for clerkships. In view of the speedy discomfiture lege, and changed its name to Packard's Business College, cord of six different business ventures, wherein are ex
of the deluded graduates of such schools when brought face retaining tile good will and all the co· operative advantages hibited as great a variety of operations as possible, with 
to face with actual business affairs, and the disgust of their of the Bryant..& Stratton association. The original purpose varying results of gains and losses, and the adjustment 
employers wllo had engaged tbem on the strength of their of the college, as its name implies, was the education of young 

I 
thereof}n the partners' accounts, or in the account of the 

alleged business training, one is not so much surprised that men for business pursuits. The experience of over twenty sole proprietor. After getting the results in this informal 
prejudice against business colleges still prevails in manYe years has led to many improvements in the working of the way-which is done in order as quickly as pos,ible to get 
quarters, as that the relatively few genll- . the theory of bookkeeping im luessed 
ine institutions should have been able upon his mind-he is required to go 
to gain any creditable footing at all. over the work again carefully, writing 

The single fact that they have over- up with neatness and precision all the 
come the Opptobrium �ast upon their � principal and auxiliary books, with the 
name by quacks, so far as to maintain documents which should accompany 
themselves in useful prosperity, win· the transactions, such as note" drafts, 
ning a permanent and honorable place checks, receipts, in voices, letters, etc. 
among the progressive educational in· The work in this department will oc· 
stitutions of the day, is proof enough cupy an industrious and intelligent 
that they have a missioll to fulfill and student from four to six weeks, de-
are fulfilling it. This, however, is not pending 'upon his quickness of per .. 
simply, as many suppose, in training ception liInd his working qualities. 
young men and young women to be While progressing in his bookkeeping, 
skilled accountants--a calling of no he is pursuing the collateral studies, 
mean scope and importance in itself a certain attainment in which is essen-
-but more particularly in furnishing tial to promotion, especially correcting 
young people, destined for all sorts of any marked deficiency in spelling, arith. 
callings, with that practical knowledge metic, aml the use of language. 
of business affairs wllich every man or Upon a satisfactory examination the 
woman of means has constant need of student now passes to the second de· 
in every-day life. Thus the true busi· partment, where a wider scope of 
ness college performs a twofold func- knowledge in accounts is opened to 
tion. As a technical school it trains him, with a large amount of practical 
it.s students for a specific occupation, detaH familiarizing him with the actual 
that of the accountant; at the same operations of business. The greatest 
time it supplements the education not care is taken to prevent mere copying 
only of the intending merchant, but and to throw the student upon his own 
equally of the mechanic, the man of LECTURE AND RECITATION ROOM. resources, by obliging him to cor· 
leisure, the manufacturer, the farmer, rect his own blunders, and to work 
the professional man-in short, of any one who expects to mix 

I 
school, and to a considerable enlargement of its scope and out his own results; accepting nothing as final that has 

with or play any considerable part in the affairs of men. The constituency, which now includes adults as well as boys, not the characteristics of real business. Much care is be· 
mechanic who aspires to be the master of a successful shop especial opportunities being offered to mature men who stowed in this department upon the form and essential 
of his own, or foreman or manager in the factory of another, want particular instruction in arithmetic, bookkeeping, matter of business paper, and especially of correspond
will have constant need of the business habits and the know· penmanship, correspondence, and the like. ence. A great variety of letters is required to be written 
ledge of business methods and operations which a properly The teachers employed in the college are chosen for their on assigned topics and in. connection with the business 
conducted business school will give him. The same is true practical as well as their theoretical kllowledge of business which is recorded, and thorough instruction is given in 
of the manufacturer, whose complicated, and it may be ex- affairs, and every effort is made to secure timeliness and ac· the law of negotiable paper, contracts, etc. During all 
tensive, busi'less relations 'with the producerE< and dealers curacy in their teachings. Constant intercourse is kept up this time the student devotes from half an hour to an 
who supply him with raw material, with the workmen who with the departments at Washington as to facts and changes hour daily to penmanship, a plain, practical, legible hand 
convert such material into finished wares, with the merchants in financial matters, and also with prominent business being aimed at, to the exclusion of sup.rfluous lines and 
or agents who market the products of his factory, all require houses in this and other cities. Among the recent letters flourishes. It is expected that the work in tile first and 
his oversight and direction. Indeed, whoever aspires to received in correspondence of this sort are letters from the second departments will establish the student ill the main 
something better than a hand·to-mouth struggle with po v- Secretary of State of every State in the Union with re- principles of bookkeeping, in its general theories, and their 
erty, whether as mechanic, farmer, professional man, or gard to rates of interest and usury laws, and letters from application to ordinary transactions. 
what not, must of necessity be to some degree a business each of our city banks as to methods of reckoning time on In the third department the student takes an advanced 
man; and in every position in life business training and a paper, the basis of interest calculations, the practices con- position, and is expected, during the two or three months 
practical knowledge of financial affairs are potent factors in cerning deposit balances, and other business matters sub· he wili remain in this department, to perfect himself in the 
securing success. ject to change. The aim of the proprietor is to keep the more subtle questions involved in accounts, as well as to 

How different, for example, would have been the history school abreast of the demands of the business world, and to shake off the crude belongings of schoolboy work. He will 
of our great inventors had they all possessed that knowledge I omit nothing, either in his methods or their enforcement, be required to use his mind in everything he does-· to de
of business affairs which would have enabled them to put necessary to carry out his purpose honestly and completely. pend as much as possible upon himself. The work which 
their inventions in a business·like way before the world, or An idea of tile superior housing of the college will be ob· he presents for approval here must have the characteristics 
before the capitalists wbose assistance they wished to invoke. tained from the views of half a dozen of the rooms at No. of business. His letters, statements, and papers of all kinds 
The \Jistory of invention is full of illustrations of mell who 805 Broadway, as shown in this issue of the SCIENTIFIC are critically examined, and approved only when giving 
have starved with valuable patents standing in their names AMERICAN-the finest, largest, most compact, and convenient evidence of conscientious work, as well as coming up to 
-patents which have proved the basis of large fortunes to suite of rooms anywhere used for this purpose. strict business requirements. Before he leaves this depart
those who were competent to develop the wealth that was The college is open for students ten montlls of the year, ment he should be versed in all the theories of accounts; 
in them. How often, too, do we see capable and ingenious five da.ys each week, from half past nine in the morning should write an acceptable business hand; should be ahle to 
and skillful mecbanics confined through life to a small shop, unlif half past two in the afternoon. Students can enter at execute a faultless letter so far as relat!)s to form, spelling, 
or to a suhordinate position in a large shop, solely through II any time with equal advantage, the instruction beingfor the and grammatical construction, should have a fair know ledge 
their inability to manage the affairs of a larger business. On most part individual. The course of study can be com- of commercial law, and have completad his arithmetical 
the other hand, it is no uncommon thing to see what might pleted in about a year. The proprietor holds that with this course. 
be a profitable business-which has been fairly thrust upon amount of study a boy of seventeen should be able- The next step is to. reduce the student's theoretical know
n lucky inventor or manufacturer by the urgency of popu- 1. To take a position as assistant bookkeeper in almost ledge to practice, in � department dev·oted to actual busi· 
lar needs-fail disastrously through ignorance of business any kind of business; 2. To do the ordinary correspondence ness operations. This business or finishing department is 
methods and inability to conduct properly the larger affairs of a business house, so far as good writing, cOrrect spelling, shown at the upper left corner of our front page illustra· 
which fell to the owner's hand. grammatical construction, and mechanical requisites are tion. The work in this department is as exacting and as 

Of course a business training is not the only condition of concerned; 3. To do the work of an entry clerk or cashier; real as the work in the best business houses and banks. At 
success in Hfe. Many have it and fail; others begin without 4. To place himself in the direct line of promotion to any thli !lxtreme end of the room is a bank in complete opera· 
it �nd succeed, gain�ng a .working knowl�dge of .busine�s !f' l �esir�ble place in business or life, with the certainty of hold· tion; as perfect in its functions as any bank in this city or 
falrs through the eXlgenCies of their own lllcreasmg busmess mg hiS own at every step. . elsewhere. The records made in its uooks come from the 
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real transactions of dealers who are engaged i n different lines 

I 
the college, there is given also not a little collateral in- stormy weather around New York and Boston." Mr. Ven

of business at their deRks and in tbe offices. The small struction calculated to be of practical use to business nor's latest predictions are tbat the coming month will be 
office adjoining the bank, on tbe right, is a post office, the I men. For example, after roll call every morning some little "decidedly cold, witb tremendous snow-falls during the lat
only one in tbe country, perhaps, wbere true civil service 

I 
time is spent in exercises designed to cultivate the art of in· ter half and early part of January, causing destructive block

rules are strictly observed. In connection with it is a trans- telligent expression of ideas. Each day a number of students ades to railroads." 
portation office. J<'rom fifty to a hundred letters daily are, are appointed to report orally, in tbe assembly room, upon -----_ ...... H.t"._ .. _-----

received and delivered by the post office, written by or to I such matters oc e�ents mentioned i n.
the pre;ious �ay's news- The London Underground Railway. 

the students of this department. papers as may strIke the speaker as Illterestmg onmportant. The opening recently of the extension of the ME'tropolitan 
The correspondence thus indicated goes on not only be-: Or the student may describe his personal observation of any Railway to Harrow, and the early commencement of another 

tween the students of this college, but between members of i event, invention, manufacture, or what not; or report upon of the lines of the company, give especial prominence to it. 
this and other similar institutions in different parts of the the condition, history, or prospects of any art, trade, or The Metropolitan Underground Railway is emphatically the 
country. A perfected system of intercommunication has for business undertaking. This not to teach elocution, but to .great passenger railway of the country, for its few miles of 
years been in practice between co-ordinate schools in New train the student to think while standing, and to express him- line carry,-more than the hundreds of miles of line of com
York, Boston, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, self in a straightforward, manly way. panies such as the London and North ·Western or Great 
and other cities, by which is carried on an elaborate scheme Instruction is also given in the languages likely to be re- Western. Seventeen years ago-in 1863-the Metropolitan 
of interchangeable business, little less real III its operations qui red in business intercourse or correspondence; in pho- carried less than 10,000,000 passengers, and in the full year's 
and results than' the more tangible and obtrusive actiyity, nography, so far as it may be required for business pur- work of the following twelve monthR it carried less than 
which the world recognizes as business. poses; commercial law relative t.o contracts, negotiable i 12,000,000. But year by year, almost without exception, 

The work of the transportation office corresponds with paper, agencies, partnerships, insurance, and ot�r business I the number of passengers has grown. In 1865, over 15,000,
that of the post office in its simulation of reality. The al· proceedings and relations; political economy.,.and incident- .000 passengers were carried; in 1867, over 23,000,000; and 
leged articles handled are represented by packages bearing ally any and every topic a knowledge of which may be of 

I in 1870, over 3
.
9,000,000 passengers traveled on the line. 

all the characteristic marks of freight and express packages. practical use to business men. The years that have since passed have swollen that number. 
They are sent by mail to the transportation company, and In all this the ultimate end and aim of the instruction I In 1872, over 44,300,000 were carried, but in the following 
by this agency delivered to the proper parties, from whom offered are practical workable results. Mr. Packard regards : year there was one of the few checks, and not till 1875 was 
the charges are collected in due form, and the requisite education as a tool. If the tool has no edge, is not adapted' the number of 1872 exceeded. In 1875 it rose to 48 302.000; 
vouchers passed. Whatever is necessary in the way of ma- to its purpose, is not practically usable, it-is worthless as a in 1877 it had advanced to 56,175,000; in 1878 to 58,807,000; 
nipulation to secure the record on either hand is done, and, tool This idea is kept prominent in all the work of the, and in 1879 to 60,747,000. In the present year there has been 
so far as the clerical duties are concerned, there is no differ- college, and its general results justify the position thus I a further advance, the number carried for the first six 
ence between handling pieces of paper which represent mer- taken. The graduates are not turned out as finished busi- : months of the present year being 31,592,429. When it is 
chandise and handling the real article. ness men, but as young men well started on the road toward, borne in mind that this is equal to 7,272 passengers every 

In the bank is employed a regular working force, such as that end. As Mr. Packard puts it: "Their diplomas do: hour, and that the length of line worked by the company's 
may be found in any bank, consisting of a collector or run- not recommend them as bank cashiers or presidents, or as 

I engines, including that of the" foreign" line worked, is 
ner, a discount clerk, a deposit bookkeeper, a general book- managers of large or small enterprises, but simply as having' slightly less than 25 miles, the fecundity in traffic of the 
keeper, and a cashier. The books arc of the regular form, a knowledge of tlie duties of accountantship. Tliey rarely metropolitan district must be said to be marvelous. It is'to 
and the work is divjded as in most· banks of medium size, fail to fulfill reasonable expectations; and they are not re- be regretted that the official account from which these fig-
and the business that is presented differs in no important sponsible for unreasonable ones." ures are given does not give any idea of the number of paR· 
particular from that which comes to ordinary banks. After .. i • , .. sengers in the different classes, for such a return would be 
getting a fair knowledge of theory, the student is placed in American Institute ot· Architects. of value. It is a marvelous fact in the history of locomotion 
this bank. He begins in the lowest place, and works up The fourteenth annual convention of the American Insti· that this great passenger traffic is worked with not more than 
gradually to the highest, remaining long enough in each tute of Architects began in Philadelphia, November 17. Mr. 53 engines, while the total number of carriages, 195, is in 
positi.on to. acquaint himself with its dutie.s. He is �ade Thomas U'. Walter, �f Philadelphia, presided, .and fifty or 

I �omparison :with the nu�b�r of travelers in them a m�rvel 
familIar With the form and purpose of all kmds of busmess more promment archItects were present. In hIS annual ad- I III railway hIstory. But it.1S tolerably clear that there IS yet 
paper, and the rules which govern a bank's dealings with its dress the president spoke of the tendency of the architectural! a vast amount of undeveloped metropolitan traffic, and it is 
customers. He gets a practical knowledge of the law of world as decidedly i n  the direction of originality. But little also certain that as that traffic is developed the future of the 
indorsement and of negotiability generally, and is called attention is paid to the types of building drawn from the' Metropolitan as it attains more completeness will be brighter 
upon to decide important qnestions which arise between the works of by·gone ages or to the mannerisms of -the more re- even than it has been in the past. The great city is more and 
bank and its dealers. Wherever he finds himself at fault he cent past. Progress in the develolJment of the elements of, more the mart of the world, and the traffic and travel to and 
has access to a teacher whose duty it is to give the infonna- taste and beauty, and the concretion of resthetic principles I in it must increase. That increa�e will be shared in consid
tion for which he asks, and who iB competent to do it. with common sense in architectural design, are now every- ; erable degree by the" underground" companies, and as they 

Throughout the Whole of this course of study and prac- where I"pparent. The responsibilities of architects are greater I have shown that their capabilities of traffic are almost bound
tice the students are treated like men and are expected to than they have ever before been; the growing demand of the. less, it may be expected that the oldest and the chief of these 
behave like men. , times 'calls for intelligent studies in all that relates to archi- : will in the early future know a growth as continuous if less 

The college thus becomes a self-regulating community, in I tecture, whether it be in the realm of resthetics, in sciences i rapid than in the past. 
which the students learn not only to govern themselves, but that relate to construction, in the nature and properties of : We take the above from the Engineer, London. In this city 
to direct and control others. As one is advanced iu position the materials used, in the atmosphere that surrounds us, or in i there are now eXlsting2 7  miles of elevated steam railways for 
his responsibilities are increased. He is first a merchant or the availability of the thousand-and-one useful and ingenious, local passenger traffic. These roads have carried during the 
agent, directing his own work; next, a sub-manager, and. inventions that tend to promote the convenience and com-' past year 61,000,000 of passengers. In this service they em
finally manager in a general office or the bank, with clerks! pleteness of structures. ploy 175 locomotives and 500 passenger cars. It is a terri
subject to his direction and criticism, until he arrives at the Papers 'were read by Mr. A. J. Blood, of New York, on ble nuisance to have these locomotives and cars constantly 
exalted position of "superintendent of offices," which "The Best Method of Solving the Tenement House Prob- : whizzing through the publ1c streets; still the roads are a 
gives him virtual control of the department. This is, in lem;" Mr. George T. Mason, Jr., of Newport, on" The great accommodation. The only underground railway in 
fact, an important part of his training, and the reasonable Practice of American Architects during the Colonial Period;" this city is that of the New York Central and Hudson River, 
effect of the system is that the student, being subject to Mr. Robert Briggs, of Philadelphia, on "The Ventilation of 4 miles in length, extending under Fourth avenue from 
orders from those above him, and remembering that he will Audience Rooms;" Mr. T. M. Clark, of Boston, on "French Forty-second street to Harlem River. Over this road the 
shortly require a like consideration from those below him, Building Laws, etc." enormous traffic of the Central, Harlem, and the New Haven 
concludes that he cannot do a better thing for his own future The following named officers were elected: President, T. roads, with their connections, passes. But so removed from 
comfort than to set a wholesome example of subordination. U. Walter, Philadelphia; Treasurer, O. P. Hatfield, New publlc sight are the cars and locomotives that the existence 

This, however, is not the only element of personal disci- York; .Secretary, A. J. Blood. Trustees, R. M. Hunt, H. of this underground railway is almost forgotten. 
pline that the college affords. At every step the student's M. Congdon, J. Cady, Napoleon Le Brun, New York. Com- .. i. ,''' 
conduct, character, and progress are noted, recorded, and mittee on Publication, R. M. Upjohn, New York; T. M. Tempering Chisels. 

securely kept for the teacher's inspection, as well as that of Clark, BOEton; John McArthur, Jr. , Philadelphia; A. J. A practical mechanic communicates to the ScIENTIFIC 

his parents and himself. Such records are kept in the bud- Blood, H. M. Congdon, New York. Committee on Educa· AMERICAN the following: In hardening and tempering a 
get room, shown in the lower left corner of the front page. tion, W. R. Nan, Boston; Russell Sturgis, New York; N. cold chisel care should be taken to have a gradual shading 

This budget system was suggested by the difficulties en- Clifford Ricker, Champagne, Ill.; Henry Van Brunt, Bos· of temper. If there is a distinct boundary line of temper 
countered in explaining to parents the progress and standing ton; Alfred Stone, Providence. Corresponding Secretary, color between the hard cutting edge and softer shank por· 
of their sons. The inconvenience of summoning teachers, T. M. Clark, Boston. tion, it will be very apt to break at or near that line. The 
and of taking students from their work, made necessary The time and place of the next annual convention were cutting edge portion of the chisel should be supported by a 
some simpler and more effective plan. The first thing re- left to the Board of Trustees, with a request that Washing- backing of steel gradually diminishing in hardness; and so 
quired of a new student is that he should give some account ton be selected. with all metal cutting tools that are subjected to heavy 
of himself, and to submIt to such examinations and tests as .. � • I .. strain. Not every workman becomes uniformly successful 
will acquaint his teachers with his status. This account and Vennor'lII Winter Predictions. in this direction, for, in addition to dexterity, it requires a 
these tests constitute the subject·matter of his first budget, He communicates as follows to the Albany Argus: "De· nice perception of degree of heat and of color in order to 
which is placed at the bottom of Ius box, and every four cember will, in all probability, open with little snow, but obtain the best result. . 
weeks thereafter, while he remains in the school, he is reo the weather will be cloudy, threatening snow falls. During 
qui red to present the results of bis work,. such as his writ- the opening days of the month, dust, with the very light mIX' 
ten examinations in the various studies, hIS test examples in ture of snow which may have fallen, wIll be swept in 
arithmetic, hIS French, Gennan, and Spamsh translations flurries by the gusty wind. There will probably be some snow 
and exerCIses, various letters and forms, with four weekly from atout the 4th of the month. WIth the second quarter 
specimens of improvement in writing, the whole to be form. of the month colder weather will probably set in with falls 
ally submitted to the principal III an accompanying letter; of snow. The farmers will be able to enjoy sleigh rides in 
the letter itself to exhIbit what can be thus shown of im· the cold, exh�larating air, but good sleighing need not be ex 
provement 1n writing, expression, and general knowledge. pected until after the mIddle of the month. There will be 
These . budgets, accumulating month by month, are made to a spell of mild weather ahout the 13th and 14th. After a 
cover as much as pOSSIble of the student's school work, and brief Illterval of mild weather, dunng which more snow will 
to constitute the visible steps of his progress. fall, the third quarter of the month will probably see blus 

Besides this is a character record, kept in a smalI book as· tering and cold weather-a cold snap with heavy snow storms 
signed to each student, every student having free access to and consequent good sleighmg. Very cold weather may be 
his own record, but not to that ot any fellow student. Each expected during this quarter. The last quarter of the month 
book contains the record of a student's .deportment from the will bl'lng milder weather, but will terminate, probably, with 
first to the last day of hIS attendance, with such comments heavy snow-faUs and stormy weather; in faet, the heaviest 
and recommendations as hIS several teachers may think snow falls will be toward the end of the month, and snow 
likely to be of encouragement or caution to him. blockades may be looked for, tht' sn'lW falls extendin� far 

In addItion to the atrictJ,y tecbn1caJ tra..IDlng furuiBbed by to the southward" pOSSIbly as far l\ll Wa.shiD.gtoJl, with very 
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MR. A. A. KNUDSON, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has lately per· 

fected and patented a system of protecting oil tanks from 
lightning, which is approved by several prominent elec· 
tricI!tns. The invention meludes a device for distributing a 
spray of water over the top of the tank for condensing the 
rising vapor and coolmg the tank; a system of lIghtnmg 
conductors connected with a gutter surrounding the tank, 
and a hollow earth terminal connected with the gutter by 
a pipe, and designed to moisten the earth, and at the same 
time prevent the earth around the terminal from becoming 
saturated with 011. 

A CORRESP.oNDENT of the Christian Union, writing from 
Constantinople, says that Abd ul-Hamld, the Sultan of 
Turkey, reads the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, the engravings 
in which seem to specially interest him. The writer adds 
that whatever in literature the Sultan may chance to hear 
of which he thinks may interest him, he has translated.into 
TUrkish-. 
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